
WRITING AN EFFECTIVE CALL TO ACTION

Your call to action can determine if customers convert. Copy these examples of the best CTAs and follow our easy
5-Steps strategy to write the.

Get our free! Of course, this is just one of many lessons marketers needed to learn in order to effectively shift
their campaigns to the new digital landscape. This is a typical example of how to structure a site landing page
while drawing on the strengths of your product and brand. For example: Buy now! It offers an external
incentive and intrinsic motivation at once. This increases the likelihood that they will. The company made its
call-to-action button stand out in two ways. They directly telling customers what they should do next, which is
what you want. Tailored CTAs are a great way of encouraging the next step you want them to take, and can be
strategically placed to help those showing interest in complex features and the like. You want to be really
specific with the action words you choose and the instructions that follow them. Establish Credibility Many
digital advertising platforms today offer advanced targeting options that help marketers reach people that are
likely to be part of their target audience. The easier the action, the more likely your audience will feel
motivated enough to take it. We are sharing great call to action examples for sales on this article. Look how
much more exciting exclamation points make everything 3. Maybe the goal of your Facebook video ad is to
drive brand awareness, for example, so it was created for a cold audience. Follow us on Twitter and Facebook
for more free marketing guides. Ready to dig deep into the CTAs Ocean? Use words that provoke emotion or
enthusiasm You want to be able to elicit a strong response from your audience as a result of their enthusiasm.
The ad copy itself functions as a CTA, with fast animations and color swaps highlighting a lower price for a
limited time. De Beers The diamond empire that built its brand selling love in the form of a precious gemstone
used a unique CTA to target the bridal market. After all, why would they spend time rewriting and redesigning
what already worked? Downloading the guide also takes the audience to a special thank-you page, which
reduces our bounce rate since the viewer is moving to another page on our site and shows that the page proved
useful to them. To sum this up, wherever you need to encourage your audience to take action is where you put
your CTA. For example, take a look at this landing page from T. For example, take a look at this email from
Buffer. For example, Social Media Examiner includes a sale offer at the top of the page, plus an optin for a
free book above the content. Harpers Magazine May I send you a free copy? TurboTax Many people dread
doing taxes, but getting a jump on the annual process takes the stress out of the last-minute filing scramble.


